The nature of the electromagnetic field in a spatially dispersive medium, occupying an arbitrary domain V is investigated, under conditions when spatial dispersion effects arise from the presence of an isolated exciton transition band. It is shown that the electric field at frequency co close to the exciton transition frequency may, in general, be expressed in the form f(r,cu) =E~&II(F;cc)+EPI(r,cu)+ f(r,&u), 
I. INTRODUCTION
We have recently discussed the structure of the electromagnetic field in a spatially dispersive model medium forming a plane-parallel slab. '~' "T he medium was characterized by a dielectric response function appropriate to the neighborhood of an isolated exciton transition frequency, viz. , X c:(k, tu) = a, +-, 4' -p, 'jr' j ' X = 4II Crm*, u, /tl, p. a(e) = (rII*,/tICu, ) (tua -tu, '+itui') .
Here eo is a background dielectric constant which takes into account all the transitions except those due to an exciton band at frequency cu = +"m,~is the effective exciton mass (assumed to be nonnegative), o. 'is essentially the oscillator strength, and I" characterizes the lifetime of the excited states of the atoms. We applied the results to the problem of refraction and reflection on a spatially dispersive half space and showed that our analysis leads to a resolution of a long-standing controversy about the nature of the so-called additional boundary conditions needed in solving problems of this kind.
In this payer we will present a generalization of some of our results to monochromatic electromagnetic fields in spatially dispersive dielectric media characterized by the dielectric response function (l, l) , occupying Next we apply the operator (V'+ p. ') to both sides of (2.6b) and use (2.8). We then obtain the equation (V +0 )P "(r (o) =-(X/4&)E(r, (o) .
(2.10) Finally on substituting from (2.5) into (2.2c) and on making use of (2.6a) we deduce that eoV E(r, u&) = -4mV PN~(r, &u) . (r, &u) .
We will rewrite (4.3) in the form k()&0(V'+k,')E, (r, (u) [ We substitute from Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (2.9) and make use of the relation (3.5b), viz. , V x E, =0.
We then obtain the equation (u) . (4.1) Next we use again the vector identity (3.1), with F = E"and also the transversality condition (3.5a), viz. , V E, =0. Equation (4. 1) then becomes (V'+ e,ko) E,(r, (t)) + e,k, 'E, (r, e) = -4vk,'PN~( r, (u) . (4.2)
Next we apply to both sides of (4.2) the operator (V'+ p, '). We eliminate the term (V +y, ')P~"be- 
On adding these two equations and using (3.5a) and (4.11) we readily deduce that [(k~, ' )' -(k, ) ]V' E~d (r, e) =0 (j =1, 2). (4.14) 
The three integrals appearing on the right-hand side of (5.3) may readily be simplified. Consider, for example, the integral involving E, . We have, To determine these constraints we only need to substitute from (5.1) into (5.2) and determine the conditions under which the resulting equation will be satisfied.
On substituting from (5.1) into (5.2) and on using the fact that Vx(Vx E,) =0 we obtain the relation E(r, v) = E, '~(r, &u) + E,»(r, w) + E, (r, &u) . For the sake of completeness we also present expressions for the magnetic field H(r, (d), the magnetic induction field B(r, (v) , and the electric displacement vector 5(r, (v) inside the volume V. %e readily find from Maxwell's equations, if for E(r, &u) we substitute the representation (5.1), recall that the medium was assumed to be nonmagnetic, and use also Eqs. Next, setting z =0 in (6.6) and taking the Fourier inverse, it follows that
and A, ' is an arbitrary vector function of the parameters u and v. In Eq. (6.5), (k~~~l)' is, of course, a root of the transverse dispersion relation (4.8). According to Eq. (4.15), the partial fields E(') are transverse. Hence it follows from (6.4) on taking the divergence and formally interchanging the orders of integration and of the "div"
(6.8) (u, v, ao) &&e' "" '"' dudv. (6.14b) x e' ""'"' ' p' 1+ ' Qu Qv.
ZUĨ n a strictly similar way we find that A, (u, v, u») (&'+ u, ')G"(r, r') = -4m5(r -r' )
and S/Sn denotes differentiation along the outward normal to the surface S bounding the volume V.
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Elimination of either (kI'~)~or (k",~) ' between equations (B2) and (B3) gives
